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May 21, 2021 Crozet, VA — The Charlottesville Mural Project announces Crozet’s newest
public mural. A new original work will be painted by local crozet artist Emmy Thacker on a
prominent wall of the English Meadows Senior Living building, 1220 Crozet Ave., Crozet,
VA 22932.

The project came together thanks to Charlie Crotteau, a Virginia Tech architecture student
who reached out to English Meadows after eyeing the wall for some time. coincidentally,
the English Meadows had been looking to hire an artist to create a mural for the wall.
Charlie reached out to former classmate Emmy Thacker to design and help execute the
project.

About the project, Director of The Bridge Progressive Arts Initiative, Alan Goffinski states,
“We have been immensely impressed by the ambition of both Crotteau and Thacker in
conceptualizing this large undertaking. We’re proud to provide our support for a bold,
iconic new mural in Crozet. The Charlottesville Mural Project enjoys ongoing support from
The FUNd at CACF, Piedmont Paint & Finish, Legacy Video Service, and Cardinal Home
Center.

ABOUT THE ARTIST: Emmy Thacker, a resident of Crozet, was born in Charlottesville,
Virginia. She returned to her hometown after graduating from JMU’s School of Art, Design,
and Art History in May 2020. Currently, Emmy lives at Emerson Commons Cohousing and
works as an independent graphic designer. She describes her process as playful, iterative,
and driven by a desire to express the spirit of a thing. See her work at emthacker.com or on
Instagram @emyths

ABOUT THE BRIDGE PROGRESSIVE ARTS INITIATIVE: The Bridge Progressive
Arts Initiative is a cultural hub for Charlottesville offering an inclusive space for creative
thinking and artistic pursuits while providing resources and methodology for meaningful
arts engagement throughout the community. Our mission is to bridge diverse communities
through the arts. More information can be found at our website - thebridgepai.org or by
following us on Facebook.

ABOUT THE CHARLOTTESVILLE MURAL PROJECT: The CMP (a program of the
Bridge Progressive Arts Initiative) incorporates community perspectives to showcase the
talents of artists locally, regionally and abroad, while contributing to the cultural and visual
vibrancy of the city. We partner with painters, illustrators, photographers, graphic
designers–even poets and writers! We also believe it’s important to inspire people of all
ages with creative, public art projects. By involving the public in projects that visibly
change the landscape of our city, we help instill a sense of pride and involvement in the
community. Additionally, murals are a great way to encourage teamwork and artistic
expression. More information can be found at our website - charlottesvillemuralproject.org
and by following us on Instagram.
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